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Cutting blasting is the principal construction method for roadway and shaft excavation,
but the studies on the damage mechanism of cutting blasting affected by the volume
effect of empty holes under high ground stress are not insufficient. During cutting
blasting, different damage zones are formed. In this paper, combined with the rock
damage criterion and RHT constitutive function, the ranges of these damage zones are
determined. The smooth particle hydrodynamics method is used to study the influence
of high in-situ stress on rock blasting damage from the perspective of the number of
empty holes and the production coefficient of rock clamp. The accuracy of the
determined damage zone range is verified by supplemented field tests. The
research results show that in the process of rock clamp production, the
propagation of blasting stress wave is inhibited, especially the tensile stress wave
which is more obviously inhibited. The empty holes reduce the inhibitory effect of rock
clamp production. With the increase in the production coefficient of rock clip, the
blasting damage radius is reduced by 39.7%, 35.1%, 30.5%, 26.7%, and 22.9%
compared with the theoretical value, respectively, while its influence on the radius of
crushing zone is small. The three-dimensional scanning results were used to inverse
calculate the production coefficient of the rock clip. The fitting degree between the
numerical simulation and the field test scanning results is about 94.5%, which proves
the accuracy of the RHT constitutive parameters and the reliability of the determination
range. The mathematical relationship between the production coefficient Kr for rock clip
and the relative height H of the wellhead and the area Sc of the cross-section cavity is
fitted based on the data of several upward cutting blasting field tests.

Keywords: numerical simulation, rock damage, cutting blasting, RHT constitutive model, high in-situ stress, clamp
production

INTRODUCTION

At present, in the excavation process of mines, roadways, and shafts, the drilling and blasting
method is mainly adopted. With the continuous excavation, the mine and roadway projects are
constantly developing deep underground, and the influence of high in-situ stress on construction
becomes more significant. The blasting construction under high in-situ stress is mainly affected by
the coupling effect of explosion load and in-situ stress field. Therefore, under the condition of
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ensuring the blasting effect, controlling the damage range of
rock mass becomes a further concern (Li et al., 2011; Yao-Ji,
Xiao-Shuang, and Wang 2014; Fan et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2018).

For the blasting parameters in cut blasting, a lot of studies have
been carried out (Cai et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2020; K. ; Gao et al.,
2021; X.S. ; Li et al., 2021; Man et al., 2018; D.Q. ; Yang, Wang,
et al., 2020; H. ; Zhang et al., 2021; X.Y. ; Zhang et al., 2020), but
most of them are based on shallow burial depth and only consider
blasting load conditions. With the deepening of research, Kaiser,
Zou, and Lang (1990) proposed a method taking into account
initial stress unloading and stress field, and summarized the
determination method for excavation damage area of the
tunnel. Besides, L. Xie, Lu, Jiang, et al. (2017); L.X. Xie, Lu,
Zhang, et al. (2017) used a numerical simulation method to study
the influence of in-situ stress and rock damage inoculation
mechanism in the process of deep tunnel cutting blasting and
proposed a simplified method for determining blasting load
(NDIL). In addition, Q. Li et al. (2016); Q.Y. Li et al. (2018)
established the stress state equation of rock mass in the cutting
area according to the influence of cutting rock breaking under
different stress fields and carried out visual analysis by numerical
simulation. The introduction effect of the initial stress field on
crack growth and the tensile stress concentration effect of the
empty hole was studied. Furthermore, by establishing a damage
model under the coupling effect of blasting load and dynamic
unloading, and combining the fracture mechanics and rock
damage failure criterion, Xiao et al. (2018) calculated the rock
stress distribution and fracture characteristics under high in-situ
stress conditions. Moreover, Li et al. (2010) introduced the
damage variable D into the elastic-plastic constitutive model of
FLAC3D numerical software. Through the parameter of rock
effective stress, cross-analysis of field blasting vibration
monitoring and numerical simulation was performed, and the
critical damage vibration velocity was obtained as the safety
criterion of blasting damage. Additionally, Wei et al. (2016)
established a mechanical model for rock blasting damage and
carried out numerical simulation analysis on the crack evolution
of slotted cartridge blasting under different in-situ stress
conditions. Through these methods, the controlled factors of
the crack propagation direction of slotted cartridge under blasting
were obtained. What’s more, by using the improved SHPB test,
(Z.Q. Yin et al., 2020; Z.Q. Yin et al., 2018; Z.Q. Yin et al., 2014;
Z.-q. Yin et al., 2012) and analyzed the fracture mechanical
properties of coal seam with gas under coupling load, analyzed
the damage of coal seam by observing the changes of stress, strain,
and energy dissipation, which provides a theoretical basis for the
design of deep mining support with gas. Differently, D. Yang et al.
(2014) used the finite difference method to study the damage
distribution of the rock surrounding the tunnel under the
combined action of blasting load and dynamic unloading of
in-situ stress and analyzed the influence of damage range from
lateral pressure coefficient, unloading rate and mechanical
properties of the rock mass. Further, based on the theory of
cylindrical cartridge blasting funnel, Jun and Qihu (2007)
established a criterion of collapse blasting standard funnel
under high in-situ stress and proposed the calculation formula
for roadway collapse blasting parameters. According to the SPH-

FEM coupling method, J. Yang, Wu, et al., 2020; J. Yang, Sun,
et al., 2020) studied the influence of in-situ stress field on seismic
wave energy in rock blasting fragmentation areas and outside the
fragmentation area. It is concluded that the in-situ stress field has
an inhibitory effect on blasting fragmentation and affects the
propagation of blasting seismic waves. Du, Li, Tao, et al. (2020),
Du et al. (2021), Du, Li, Yang, et al. (2020) obtained the
conclusion that the fatigue failure of rocks within the biaxial
stress boundary is related to the peak level of fatigue load, the
magnitude of intermediate principal stress and lithology through
biaxial compression test and biaxial fatigue test on the fracture
characteristics of marble and sandstone. The rock-breaking
efficiency under fatigue load is higher, but it is also easier to
induce severe hard rockburst disasters. Apart from the above
studies, through numerical simulation, X.J. Yang et al. (2020)
studied the influence of in-situ stress on roadway deformation,
and obtained that directional blasting can play a role of pressure
relief by changing the structure of surrounding rock and control
the deformation of the roadway. Further, J. Gao et al. (2020)
analyzed the blasting effects of different blasting delays and
charge hole diameters under high in-situ stress conditions and
obtained the evolution law of crack propagation in cutting
blasting under in-situ stress and different lateral pressure
coefficients. S. Wang et al. (2021), S.F. Wang et al. (2019)
studied rock machinability by using the rock crushing test
under true triaxial loading. The rock machinability was
analyzed by the biaxial confining pressure, uniaxial cutting
force, and the penetration depth under the initial fracture and
complete fracture of the specimen, and a series of measures to
improve the machinability were proposed, which provided
suitable conditions for mechanized mining in hard rock. To
sum up, the researches on cutting blasting under high in-situ
stress are relatively limited, and most of the models used in

FIGURE 1 | Site construction conditions.
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numerical simulation adopted RHT damage constitutive model.
However, there is a lack of in-depth study on the rock damage
partition of this constitutive model in numerical simulation, thus
it is necessary to establish the blasting damage partition in RHT
constitutive model.

At present, the Dahongshan Iron Mine in Yunnan requires a
large amount of blind shaft construction, and the construction
mainly adopts the one-time deep hole blasting well completion
technology of upward blind shaft, of which the key point is the
cutting blasting, and the general situation of field construction is
shown in Figure 1.

Therefore, in this paper, the cutting effect of different hole
layout methods is explored and using the smooth particle
hydrodynamics method, the calculation formula of rock
damage partition in RHT constitutive is proposed based on
the RHT damage constitutive model and rock damage variable
partition. By applying stress to simulate the rock clamp
production in cutting blasting, and supplemented field tests,
the feasibility of RHT damage partition and simulation clamp
production is verified. Through the three-dimensional
scanning of the cavity area, the production coefficient of the
rock clamp is inversely deduced, and the mathematical
relationship between the production coefficient of the rock
clamp and the relative height of the wellhead and the section
cavity area is fitted, which provides theoretical guidance for the
analysis of the fracture zone and the design of blasting
parameters in deep cutting blasting.

RHT DAMAGE DETERMINATION RANGE
AND CONSTITUTIVE PARAMETERS

RHT Damage Determination Range
In the numerical simulation, the RHT damage constitutive
proposed by Riedel, Hiermaier, and Thoma in 1997 is selected.
The relationship between the elastic limit strain, material failure
strength, residual strength, and hydrostatic pressure is described
by introducing the elastic limit surface, failure strength surface,
and residual strength surface (Riedel, Kawai, and Kondo 2009).

The damage factor D in the RHT constitutive model is
defined as:

D � ∑(Δεp/εfp) (1)
Which:

Δεp � εfp − εp (2)

εfp � D1(pp − (1 −D)pp
t )D2

εpm

pp ≥ (1 −D)pp
t + (εmp /D1)1/D2

(1 −D)pp
t + (εmp /D1)1/D2 >pp

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(3)

where, Δεp is the equivalent plastic strain increment; εp
f is the final

failure equivalent plastic strain; εp
m is the minimum equivalent

plastic strain when the material is damaged; D1 and D2 are the
initial damage parameter and the complete damage parameter,
respectively.

For pp, pt
p in materials, Eqs 4, 5 are usually used:

pp � p

fc
(4)

pp
t �

FrQ2fp
s f

p
t

3(Q1fp
t − Q2fp

s ) (5)

where, p is the pressure on the material, MPa; fc is the uniaxial
compressive strength of rock, MPa; Fr is a dynamic strain rate
increment factor; Q0 is the initial meridian ratio parameter; fs

p

and ft
p are shear-compression strength ratio and tensile-

compression strength ratio, respectively; B represents the Rode
angle parameters.

The increment factor of dynamic strain rate is related to the
material strain rate and shear strength, and the expression is:

Fr �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ Fc

r

Fc
r − (3pp − Fc

r)(Ft
r − Fc

r)/Fc
r + Fc

tf
p
t

Ft
r

3pp ≥Fc
r

Fc
r > 3pp > − Ft

rf
p
t

−Ft
rf

p
t > 3pp

(6)
The elastic limit surface in RHT constitutive should be set by

the elastic limit surface equation and the ’cap function’ of the
elastic limit stress overflow of the constraint material under high
hydrostatic pressure. The elastic limit surface equation is:

σpel(p, θ, ε·) � σp
y · Fe · Fc(pp) (7)

Where Fe is the elastic scaling function, and the expression is:

Fe �
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ gp

c

gp
c − (3pp − Fc

rg
p
c)(gp

t − gp
c)/Fc

rg
p
c + Ft

rg
p
t f

p
t

gp
t

3pp ≥Fc
rg

p
c

Fc
rg

p
c ≥ 3p

p ≥ − Ft
rg

p
t f

p
t

−Ft
rg

p
t f

p
t ≤ 3p

p

(8)

where, Fc is the cap function, which is introduced to reduce the
volume expansion caused by shear stress and limit the elastic limit
stress of materials under high hydrostatic pressure. The
expression is:

Fc �
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1
1 − (pp − pp

u

pp
c − pp

u

)2
√

0

pp ≥pp
c

pp
c >pp >pp

u

pp
u ≥p

p

(9)

Qin et al. (2021) studied the damage failure behavior of rock
materials according to the existing research results of rock
damage variable D and the damage failure criterion of rock
materials. The damage value corresponding to the peak
strength of rock materials is regarded as the rock critical
damage parameter Dcr, and the material failure is mainly
caused by the plastic deformation of materials. Therefore, the
relationship between the rock plastic strain and rock critical
damage parameter can be expressed by Eq. 10:

Dcr � εp
εmax

(10)
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In order to establish the mathematical relationship between
the critical damage parameters of rock in the RHT constitutive
model and the parameters in the model, the RHT constitutive
function is sorted out according to Eq. 10. Therefore, the
plastic strain and ultimate strain in Eq. 10 can be sorted as:

εp � p − fc · R3(π6) · Fr · gp
c

3Gζ
(11)

εmax � D1[pp − (1 −Dcr) FrQ2fp
s f

p
t

3(Q1fp
t − Q2fp

s )] (12)

The rock damage and fragmentation thresholdsDcr andDcf are
evaluated by the stress pel at the beginning of rock crushing and
the stress pcomp at rock compaction, respectively. Therefore, Eqs
11, 12 can be transformed into:

RockDamage �
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

εp,damage �
pel − fcR3(π6)Frg

p
c

3Gζ

εmax ,damage � D1[pel

fc
− (1 −Dcr) FrQ2f

p
s f

p
t

3(Q1f
p
t − Q2f

p
s )]
(13)

Rock crack �
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

εp,frag �
pcomp − fcR3(π6)Frg

p
c

3Gζ

εmax ,frag � D1[pcomp

fc
− (1 −Dcf) FrQ2f

p
s f

p
t

3(Q1f
p
t − Q2f

p
s )]
(14)

RHT Constitutive Parameters
The lithology of the tested rock is sodium metamorphosed lava,
and the parameters of its RHT constitutive model can be obtained
by related mechanical tests and theoretical calculations, as shown
in Table 1.

By substituting the determined RHT constitutive
parameters of sodium metamorphosed lava into Eqs 13, 14,
the obtained critical damage parameter Dcr = 0.11 and the rock
fragmentation threshold Dcf = 0.51, which are used as the
criteria for rock damage and fragmentation in subsequent
numerical simulations.

In this cutting blasting, the initial rock damage D1, explosive
quantity Q, and initial propagation frequency f0 are regarded as
constant, thus there is a certain relationship between rock damage
D and blasting center distance r:

d2D

dr2
� 4a2(5a2r2 − a1Q1/3)

f2
0(a1Q1/3 + a2r2)5 (15)

Order d2D
dr2 to 0, the relationship between explosive center

distance r and charge Q can be obtained when the damage
change rate is maximum, and the relationship is shown in Eq. 16:

r �

a1Q1/3

5a2

√
(16)

Combining Eqs 15, 16, the relationship curve between the
detonation center distance r and damage variable D can be
obtained:

r �


1
36a21f

1
0(D −D0)

4

√
(17)

where, the attenuation coefficients a1 and a2, blasting initial
frequency f0 can refer to previous research, and the blasting
data fit that a1 = 7.8 × 10–3, a2 = 9.5 × 10–4, f0 = 47 Hz.
Therefore, combined with the previously determined critical
rock damage threshold Dcr and rock fragmentation threshold
Dcf, the blasting damage zones in cut blasting are obtained
(Table 2):

In the table: rc, rd, ro are the critical blast center distance of
fragmentation zone, critical blast center distance of damage zone,
and critical blast center distance of original rock vibration zone
respectively, in m.

Explosives Constitution
Explosives use the ANN-2 viscous ammonium nitrate
explosive provided by mines, and the explosive parameters
are shown in Table 3. The explosives used in the numerical
simulation are implemented by keyword p

TABLE 1 | RHT constitutive parameters.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Mass density Ro (kg/m3) 2,887 Relative tensile strength ft* 0.044
Compressive strength fc/MPa 98.300 Relative shear strength fs* 0.022
Lode angle dependence factor Q0 0.681 Lode angle dependence factor B 0.011
Initial damage value D1 0.04 Complete damage value D2 1
Elastic shear modulus G/GPa 2.150 Compressive yield surface parameter gc* 0.530
Compaction pressure pcomp/MPa 600 Tensile yield surface parameter gt* 0.700
Compressive strain rate dependence exponent βc 0.001 Tensile strain rate dependence exponent βt 0.017
Tensile strength ft/MPa 4.330 Crush pressure pel/MPa 65.500

TABLE 2 | Damage subarea of rock under blasting load.

Blasting Partition Rock damage D Blasting
Center Distance r/m

Fragmentation zone 0.510 < D ≤ 1 rc < 0.690
Zoning threshold Dcf = 0.510 0.690
Damage zone 0.110 < D < 0.510 0.690 < rd < 1.310
Zoning threshold Dcr = 0.110 1.310
Vibration zone D < 0.110 ro > 1.310
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MAT_HIGH_EXPLOSIVE_BURN. JWL equation of state to
introduce the description of volume, pressure, and energy
variation characteristics of explosive production during the
explosion. The expression equation is as follows Eq. 18:

P � A(1 − ω

R1V
)e−R1V + B(1 − ω

R2V
)e−R2V + ωE0

V
(18)

The parameters of the explosive and JWL state equation can be
determined by fitting experimental data, as shown in Table 3.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION PROCESS
ANALYSIS FOR ROCK CLAMP
FABRICATION
Numerical Model
The upward cutting blasting test project of Yunnan
Dahongshan Iron Mine is taken as the research object in
this paper. The test is expected to form a blind shaft of 2 m
× 2 m through a well completion blasting, and the upward
cutting blasting test is the preparatory work for the well
completion blasting, of which the purpose is to select the

best cutting hole arrangement method. Herein, the quasi-
three-dimensional model with unit thickness is selected to
explore the blasting effect. In order to eliminate the boundary
effect, the model size is set as 6 m × 6 m × 0.01 m. The drilling
equipment provided by the mine isa D421 car and T150
drilling rig, which carries a 50 mm drilling bit, 152 mm, and
203 mm expanding bit. Therefore, in the numerical
simulation, the empty hole radius R1 = 0.1 m, the charging
hole radius R2 = 0.05 m, and the hole spacing d = 0.35 m. The
LS-DYNA finite element software is used in the numerical
model, and the SPH method is used to replace the finite
element to smooth particles. Fixed constraints are applied at
the bottom of the model, and compressive stresses are applied
in the other three directions to simulate the rock clamp
production. The cutting geometry model with a different
number of holes is shown in Figures 2A–E, and the
numerical model of cut blasting with a scheme (e) as an
example is shown in Figure 2F.

Numerical Simulation Process Analysis
In order to study the influence of the empty hole compensation
effect on the cutting blasting effect for rock clip production,
numerical simulations were carried out on the above schemes.

TABLE 3 | ANN-2 Viscous ammonium nitrate explosive parameters.

Density/Kg/m3 Detonation
velocity/m/s

C-J Pressure/GPa Ferocity/mm Blasting force/ml JWL state equation Parameters

A/GPa B/GPa R1 R2 ω

1,200 2,800 6.500 18 280 326 5.800 5.800 1.560 0.570

FIGURE 2 | (A–E) Geometric model and (F) numerical model.
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The coefficient Kr for different rock clip production was
simulated by changing the applied stress, and the simulation
results were analyzed by the post-processing software LS-Prepost.

It can be seen from Figure 3A that when the in-situ stress is
not considered, under the action of explosion stress wave and
the stress introduction of the empty hole, the rock
fragmentation is first concentrated in the rock between the
empty hole and the charge hole. Figure 3B is the blasting effect
of rock clip with 1.0. The fragmentation of rock between the
empty hole is slightly delayed, and the empty hole plays a
certain role in hindering the propagation of explosion stress
wave, thus the pressure on the rock outside the empty hole is
reduced. The range of rock fracture is smaller than that of the
space hole. However, due to the introduction effect of the
empty hole on the blasting stress wave, the range of rock
damage at the center of the empty hole and the charge hole is
wider. The main tensile cracks are more obviously
concentrated outside the empty hole, and the number of
empty holes is more. The formation and development of
micro-splitting cracks outside the rock damage area under
the action of blasting gas are more significant. Therefore, it can
be speculated that the introduction effect of the empty hole on
the blasting stress wave is beneficial to the formation and
development of rock cracks after blasting, and the
compensation effect of the empty hole can improve the
cavity-forming effect and the rock damage range. However,
after applying the rock clamping stress, the damage range of
the rock is significantly reduced. The influence of the
compressive stress on the outer side of the empty hole
inhibits the initiation and propagation of tensile cracks
under blasting. Therefore, no obvious main cracks are
formed, thus the blasting generated explosive gas reduces
the efficiency of rock splitting, and only short cracks are
formed around the empty hole wall.

ANALYSIS OF BLASTING EFFECT FOR
DIFFERENT ROCK CLIP PRODUCTION

Numerical Analysis for Clamping Action
To explore the influence of rock clip production on the cutting
blasting effect and damage range of rock, the cavity area Sc and
rock damage range Sd were delineated according to the
previously determined damage zoning variables.

It can be seen from the amplification of the blasting effect
position that with the increase of the production coefficient of
the rock clip, the inhibitory effect of compressive stress on the
formation of the main tensile crack outside the empty hole
gradually increases, and the crack initiation phenomenon
outside the rock crushing zone gradually disappears, and
the crack propagation phenomenon in the direction of the
empty hole diameter significantly disappears. When the
production coefficient of the rock clip is 2.0, only very
small damage is initiated outside the rock crushing zone,
and no crack is formed. The damage range of rock near the
empty hole is significantly reduced under the influence of
compressive stress. The mechanism of the inhibition for the
propagation of stress wave by the rock outside the empty hole
is analyzed under the coupling effect of the attenuation of blast
stress wave and the production of rock clip. The energy
reaching here cannot break the rock or cause large damage.
Through the coordinate output of the area near the blasting
and the area delineation, the statistics of the cutting blasting
area carried out by scheme (e) are shown in Figure 4.

Figures 5A–D show the variation trends of the cavity area
Sc, rock damage range Sd and stress of rock outside the hole
after each cutting blasting under different production forces of
rock clip. It can be found that with the increase of hole number,
Sc and Sd show an increasing trend. The main reasons are the
compensation effect and stress concentration effect provided

FIGURE 3 | Numerical Simulation Process: (A) No in-situ stress condition; (B) Kr = 1.0.
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FIGURE 4 | Calibration of blasting damage area.

FIGURE 5 | Numerical simulation blasting effect curve: (A) Slot cavity curve; (B) Damage area curve; (C) Peak pressure curve; (D) Blasting center distance curve.
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by holes, which enhance the blasting failure effect and improve
the crushing effect of cavity rock. After applying the stress
conditions, Sc and Sd show a decreasing change with the
increase of the coefficient Kr of rock clip production.

As can be seen from Figures 5C, D, due to the inhibitory
effect of rock clip force on blasting stress wave and the
dispersion and coupling effect of empty holes on blasting
stress wave, the pressure P on the outer side of the empty
hole and the blasting center distance r show a nonlinear
downward trend, with the increase of empty hole number
and the production coefficient of rock clip. When the
production coefficient of rock clips are between 0 and 1, the
influence of blasting changes greatly, but the overall change is
small. It can be speculated that the rock clamping force mainly
affects the range of rock damage zone by inhibiting the

initiation and propagation of blasting cracks, but it has little
inhibitory effect on the blasting effect of the rock crushing
zone. Combined with the data in Figures 5D, 6, it can be seen
that the greater the number of empty holes, the less the blasting
inhibitory effect of rock clamp production, and the inhibitory
effect is most significant in the direction of the connection
between the empty holes and charge holes.

The study of the influence law of rock clamp production on
cutting blasting provides a theoretical reference for the
determination of cutting blasting test parameters under deep
ground pressure. According to the data in Figure 5D, the
relationship curve between the radius of crushing zone rc and
the coefficient Kr of rock clamp production (later called rc-Kr

curve ) is obtained, and the rc-Kr curve is:

rc � 0.35K−0.12
r (19)

FIGURE 6 | Numerical simulation of cutting blasting with different rock clamping coefficients: (A) Kr = 0, (B) Kr = 0.5, (C) Kr = 1.0, (D) Kr = 1.5, and (E) Kr = 2.0.
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In the field test of cut blasting, the determination method of
rock fracture zone radius is:

rfrag � re(Krpr

σθ
)1/a

(20)

Tang, Zhou, and Liao (2015) established a reliable rock
damage zoning for underground engineering construction
blasting, and the damage variable of the fracture zone is:

D � D1 + 1/[(a1Q1/3 + a2r
2)2f2

0] (21)
Therefore, the rock fragmentation damage value Dfrag can be

obtained by the Eqs. 20, 21:

Dfrag � D1 + 1/[f2
0(a1Q1/3 + 0.12a2(σθr

α
c/rα2)−0.24)] (22)

Preliminary Verification by Field Test
The field test adopts the six-hole cutting form for construction.
The DL421 trolley is used to cooperate with the T150 drilling
rig, and the error of the drilling operation is controlled within
the allowable range. The data are provided by the mine
geological exploration department. The buried depth of the
test area is about 640 m, and the horizontal in-situ stress is
about 18.4 MPa, thus the production coefficient of the rock
clamp is about 1.01. It can be observed that from the orifice to
the bottom of the cavity, the increase of rock clamp production
leads to a decrease of the cavity area. Figure 7A–C are the field
blasting effect diagram.

Figure 7D shows the comparison of the scanning area and
the simulation area of the cutting wellhead section, and their
values are 0.441 and 0.435 m2, respectively, with a fitting
degree of 98.6%. According to the three-dimensional
scanning results, the radius of the crushing zone is counted,

FIGURE 7 | 1#Field test results and verification:(A) Blasthole construction drawing; (B) Cutting blasting effect; (C) scanning results; (D) Numerical simulation and
field scanning comparison.
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and the production coefficient for the rock clip is inversely
deduced in combination with Eq. 22, to carry out a numerical
simulation on the cutting section at different depths. The area
comparison at different depths is shown in Figure 8, and the
overall fitting degree is 94.5%, which proves the reliability of
the numerical simulation inversion method and the feasibility
of the RHT fracture criterion.

ESTABLISHMENT OF INFLUENCE
PREDICTION CURVE FOR ROCK CLIP
PRODUCTION
Several groups of upward cutting blasting tests are carried out,
and the cavity area after blasting is scanned by three-
dimensional laser scanning. The cavity area under different
depths in the test is simulated by the numerical simulation
inversion method. The drilling construction in the upward
cutting blasting site and the effect of the wellhead section after
blasting are shown in Figure 9.

It can be observed from the blasting effect that the rock between
the charge hole and the 6 # empty hole has not penetrated due to the
long distance of the 6 # empty hole in the second group of 15 m. The
cavity formation at the wellhead of the cutting blasting test in other
groups is satisfying, and the expected blasting effect is achieved.

Then, a three-dimensional laser scanner was used to scan the cut
blasting cavity. Due to the large depth of the cavity in the test and the
limitation of the scanning instrument, the cut blasting cavity of 15
and 20m was scanned every 1 m, and then the area of the section
cavity was inversely calculated by numerical simulation. The
inversed numerical results were compared with the field three-
dimensional scanning results, as shown in Figure 10.

When the wellhead relative height is in the range of 0–0.5 m,
the charge hole in this section is mainly filled with mud, and
the numerical inversion is mainly based on the application of
blasting load. Therefore, the Numerical backstepping analysis
will be carried out from the wellhead relative height of 1 m.
The production coefficient statistics of rock clips are carried
out by combining the follow-up numerical simulation
inversion data with the previous inversion data, and the
variation law between Sc-Kr-H is analyzed. Eqs. 23, 24 show
the mathematical relationship between the coefficient Kr for
rock clip production and the relative height of the wellhead H
and the cavity area Sc of the cut blasting section respectively.
The variation law is shown in Figure 11.

Kr � −2.48e−H/18.56 + 3.48 (23)
Sc � 1.17e−Kr/1.15 − 0.06 (24)

FIGURE 8 | Reliability comparison between numerical simulation effect and field scanning result.
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FIGURE 9 | (A)10 m Cutting drilling (B)~(C)15 m Cutting drilling (D–F)20 m Cutting drilling (G–L) 1–6#Test blasting effect.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, aiming at the lack of research on blasting damage
partition of RHT damage constitutive in numerical simulation,
the rock clip production in cutting blasting was simulated, and
the cutting mode and rock clip coefficient of a different

number of empty holes were numerically studied. The
following conclusions are obtained:

1) Based on the rock critical damage threshold equation, the
blasting rock breaking strain mechanism, and the RHT
constitutive embedded function, the blasting damage

FIGURE 10 | Comparison of field scanning results and numerical inversion results.

FIGURE 11 | (A) Kr-H optimal curve (B)Sc-Kr optimal curve.
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zoning range in numerical simulation is deduced. According
to the filed test, the mechanical parameters of variable sodium
lava are obtained, and the range of different damage zones in
numerical simulation is determined.

2) The rock damage area caused by blasting attenuates to a
certain extent after applying the rock clip, and the initiation
and propagation of tensile cracks are also inhibited. The larger
the coefficient of rock clip, the more obvious the suppression
effect of the blasting tensile effect. Compared with the splitting
effect, the blasting crushing area is less affected. The empty
holes provide a certain compensation space for cutting
blasting, and the stress concentration of empty holes
enhances the blasting effect. The empty holes also reduce
the inhibitory effect of rock clip production on blasting
damage. The rock damage area is mainly concentrated in
the direction of the maximum principal stress, and the tensile
failure is mainly near the empty hole. With the increase of
rock clip production, the tensile stress decreases, indicating
that rock clip production mainly affects the range of rock
damage by inhibiting the propagation of tensile stress.

3) According to the comparative analysis of field test results and
numerical simulation results, the fitting degree of numerical
simulation is high. Therefore, it is proved that the stress
application method and the constitutive parameters of
RHT have certain accuracy. The production coefficient of
rock clip at different depths is inversely calculated by using the
three-dimensional laser scanning results. The data showed
that the fitting degree of comparison is 94.5%, indicating that
the divided RHT damage zoning determination range has
certain reliability. Combined with multiple sets of test field
scanning data, the blasting effect of the cut section is inversely

calculated, and the mathematical relationship between the
production coefficient Kr of rock clip and the relative height of
wellhead H and the section cavity area Sc is fitted, which
provides theoretical guidance for the design of cutting blasting
and one-time well completion blasting parameters under the
condition of high in-situ stress.
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